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00-79 March 29, 2000 
SURLES CHALLENGES UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY TO EMBRACE CHANGE 
CHARLESTON-- In her first state of the university address since becoming president of Eastern 
Illinois University a year ago, Carol D. Surles said the greatest challenges facing higher 
education are to preserve the values and ideas that are fundamental to higher education and to 
define and create the university of the future. 
"It is clear that the academy is in transition. Technological advances; legislative mandates; new, 
non-traditional competitors; economic considerations; constituent demands; and a myriad of 
other factors will force us to rethink all areas of the university," Surles told more than 200 
faculty, staff and students who crowded into a Lumpkin Hall auditorium Tuesday to hear her 
update on the state of the university. 
Surles said she has come to accept the notion that if change is inevitable, higher education must 
lead the charge. "If higher education must change, who better than those of us here can change it 
in desirable ways?" 
"We must, in short, define and create the university of the future. This endeavor will not be for 
the faint at heart, but I ask all of you to join in this exciting odyssey." 
Surles challenged the university community to analyze Eastern's programs, operations, 
competitiveness and facilities, all of which are related, she said, to the broader question of 
defining the current state of higher education. 
She also invited faculty, staff and students to become engaged in a series of discussions about 
desirable applications of technology, academic strengths that might be enhanced or reworked and 
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the promise of undergraduate research as an emerging niche. 
Surles encouraged further inquiry into professional development, teaching and learning and 
international education. She also stressed the importance of strengthening development and 
institutional development initiatives so Eastern can secure greater control over its destiny. 
She called upon faculty members to network with colleagues around the country to gather ideas 
for Eastern's programs and administrators to hone the "wealth of talent" at the university. 
In line with delivering a mandate to the university community to work to ensure that the legacy 
of this great university is left in good form, Surles summarized some of Eastern's successes, but 
not before congratulating faculty and staff for their past two years of productive service to the 
university. She told them, "Your individual and collective contributions have reaffirmed the 
university's reputation for excellence-- especially its academic excellence." 
Surles cited Eastern's top rankings in two national magazines, above-average graduation rates, 
distinguished faculty who have national and international renown, high employer and alumni 
satisfaction and a growing endowment. 
She also referenced the implementation of new technological initiatives, development of new 
academic and non-academic programs and partnerships, improvements to campus facilities, an 
increase in grant and scholarly activity, positive reviews that have led to the reaccreditation of 
several programs and new opportunities for faculty development. 
While Eastern has made progress, Surles said Eastern still faces financial challenges. She noted 
that the university requested $13.7 million in state funds for fiscal year 2001, including a $6 
million parity increase, but the Illinois Board of Higher Education recommended slightly more 
than $4.1 million. 
"Eastern's disparate base funding, which has declined over the years compared to other 
universities, is the crux of the problem," Surles said, adding that it will be difficult to provide 
equitable compensation for faculty and staff or sustain academic programs and operations until 
this long-standing problem is addressed. 
Eastern also has a deferred maintenance backlog of $11 0 million -- the largest in the state. The 
IBHE has recommended EIU receive $1.06 million for deferred maintenance next fiscal year. 
Surles has visited Springfield on a number of occasions this legislative session to talk to state 
legislators about Eastern's underfunded status. 
She also noted that Eastern is keeping a watchful eye on slightly declining enrollments, which 
translates into less income funds (tuition and fees) for the university. 
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